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ABSTRACT: Accident models and analysis methods affect what accident investigators look for, which con-
tributing factors are found, and which recommendations are issued. This paper contrasts the Sequentially Timed
Events Plotting (STEP) method and the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) for accident analy-
sis and modelling. The main issues addressed in this paper are comparing the established multi-linear method
(STEP) with the systemic method (FRAM) and evaluating which new insights the latter systemic method pro-
vides for accident analysis in comparison to the former established multi-linear method. Since STEP and FRAM
are based on a different understandings of the nature of accidents, the comparison of the methods focuses on
what we can learn from both methods, how, when, and why to apply them. The main finding is that STEP helps
to illustrate what happened, whereas FRAM illustrates the dynamic interactions within socio-technical systems
and lets the analyst understand the how and why by describing non-linear dependencies, performance conditions,
variability, and their resonance across functions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Analysing and attempting to understand accidents is an
essential part of the safety management and accident
prevention process. Many methods may be used for
this, however they often implicitly reflects a specific
view on accidents. Analysis methods—and thus their
underlying accident models—affect what investigators
look for, which contributing factors are found, and
which recommendations are made. Two such methods
with underlying models are the Sequentially Timed
Events Plotting method (STEP; Hendrick & Benner,
1987) and the Functional Resonance Accident Model
with the associated Functional Resonance Analysis
Method (FRAM; Hollnagel, 2004, 2008a).

Multi-linear event sequence models and methods
(such as STEP) have been used in accident analysis
to overcome the limitations of simple linear cause-
effect approaches to accident analysis. In STEP, an
accident is a special class of process where a pertur-
bation transforms a dynamically stable activity into
unintended interacting changes of states with a harm-
ful outcome. In this multi-linear approach, an accident
is viewed as several sequences of events and the system
is decomposed by its structure.

Researchers have argued that linear approaches fail
to represent the complex dynamics and interdependen-
cies commonly observed in socio-technical systems
(Amalberti, 2001; Dekker, 2004; Hollnagel, 2004;
Leveson, 2001; Rochlin, 1999; Woods & Cook, 2002).
Recently, systemic models and methods have been
proposed that consider the system as a whole and
emphasize the interaction of the functional elements.

FRAM (Hollnagel, 2004) is such a systemic
model. FRAM is based on four principles (Hollnagel,
Pruchnicki, Woltjer & Etcher, 2008). First, the prin-
ciple that both successes and failures result from the
adaptations that organizations, groups and individu-
als perform in order to cope with complexity. Success
depends on their ability to anticipate, recognise, and
manage risk. Failure is due to the absence of that abil-
ity (temporarily or permanently), rather than to the
inability of a system component (human or technical)
to function normally. Second, complex socio-technical
systems are by necessity underspecified and only
partly predictable. Procedures and tools are adapted
to the situation, to meet multiple, possibly conflicting
goals, and hence, performance variability is both nor-
mal and necessary. The variability of one function is
seldom large enough to result in an accident. However,
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the third principle states that the variability of multiple
functions may combine in unexpected ways, lead-
ing to disproportionately large consequences. Normal
performance and failure are therefore emergent phe-
nomena that cannot be explained by solely looking at
the performance of system components. Fourth, the
variability of a number of functions may resonate,
causing the variability of some functions to exceed
normal limits, the consequence of which may be an
accident. FRAM as a model emphasizes the dynam-
ics and non-linearity of this functional resonance, but
also its non-randomness. FRAM as a method there-
fore aims to support the analysis and prediction of
functional resonance in order to understand and avoid
accidents.

2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND APPROACH

The main question addressed in this paper is which
new insights this latter systemic method provides for
accident analysis in comparison to the former estab-
lished multi-linear method. Since the accident analysis
methods compared in this paper are based on a dif-
ferent understanding of the nature of accidents, the
comparison of the methods focuses on what we can
learn from both methods, how, when, and why to apply
them, and which aspects of these methods may need
improvement.

The paper compares STEP and FRAM in relation
to a specific incident to illustrate the lessons learned
from each method. The starting point of the study
is the incident investigation report. A short descrip-
tion of STEP and FRAM is included. For a more
comprehensive description, the reader is referred to
Hendrick and Benner (1987; STEP) and Hollnagel
(2004; FRAM). Since different methods invite for
different questions to be asked, it was necessary to
interview air traffic controllers, pilots, and accident
investigators to acquire more information. The infor-
mation in this paper was collected through interviews
and workshops involving a total of 50 people. The anal-
ysis with STEP and FRAM was an iterative process
between researchers and operative personnel.

3 SUMMARY OF THE INCIDENT

A Norwegian Air Shuttle Boeing 737-36N with call-
sign NAX541 was en-route from Stavanger Sola air-
port to Oslo Gardermoen airport (OSL). The aircraft
was close to Gardermoen and was controlled by Oslo
Approach (APP). The runway in use at Gardermoen
was 19R. The aircraft was cleared to reduce altitude to
4000 ft. The approach and the landing were carried out

by the co-pilot as ‘‘Pilot-Flying’’ (PF) and the captain
as ‘‘Pilot Non-Flying’’ (PNF). Shortly after clearance
to 4000 ft, the crew was informed that runway 19R
was closed because of sweeping and that the landing
should take place on runway 19L. The aircraft was
guided by air traffic control to land on 19L. Changing
of the runway from 19R to 19L resulted in change in
the go-around-altitude from 4000 ft at 19R to 3000 ft
at 19L. The crew performed a quick briefing for a new
final approach.

During the last part of the flight, while the air-
craft was established on the localizer (LLZ) and glide
slope (GS) for runway 19L, the glide slope signal
failed. It took some time to understand this for the
pilots, who had not yet switched to tower (TWR) fre-
quency from APP frequency after acknowledging the
new frequency. Immediately after the glide path sig-
nal disappeared the aircraft increased its descent rate to
2200 ft/min while being flown manually towards LLZ-
minima. The aircraft followed a significantly lower
approach than intended and was at its lowest only 460 ft
over ground level at DME 4,8. The altitude at this dis-
tance from the runway should have been 1100 ft higher.
The crew initiated go-around (GA) because the aircraft
was still in dense clouds and it drifted a little from the
LLZ at OSL. However, the crew did not notice the
below-normal altitude during approach. Later a new
normal landing was carried out.

The executive summary of the Norwegian Accident
Investigation Board (AIBN) explains that the investi-
gation was focused on the glide slope transmission,
its technical status and information significance for
the cockpit instrument systems combined with cockpit
human factors. The AIBN understanding of the situ-
ation attributes the main cause of the incident to the
pilots’ incorrect mental picture of aircraft movements
and position. The report concludes that the in-cockpit
glide slope capture representation was inadequate. In
addition, the report points to a deficiency in the pro-
cedure for transfer of responsibility between approach
and tower air traffic control. (AIBN, 2004)

Five recommendations resulted from the AIBN
investigation. The first recommendation is that the
responsibility between controls centres should be
transferred 8 NM before landing or at acceptance
of radar hand-over. The second recommendation is
related to the certification of avionics displays, advis-
ing the verification of the information provided to
pilots, with special attention to glide slope and auto-
pilot status information. Third, training should take
into account glide slope failures after glide slope cap-
ture under ILS approach. Fourth, Oslo airport should
consider the possibility of providing radar information
to the tower controller to be able to identify approach
paths deviations. The last recommendation is for the
airline to consider situational awareness aspects in the
crew resource management (CRM) training.
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Figure 1. STEP applied to NAX541 incident (simplified example).

4 SEQUENTIAL TIMED EVENTS PLOTTING

STEP provides a comprehensive framework for acci-
dent investigation from the description of the accident
process, through the identification of safety problems,
to the development of safety recommendations. The
first key concept in STEP is the multi-linear event
sequence, aimed at overcoming the limitations of the
single linear description of events. This is imple-
mented in a worksheet with a procedure to construct a
flowchart to store and illustrate the accident process.
The STEP worksheet is a simple matrix. The rows are
labelled with the names of the actors on the left side.
The columns are labelled with marks across a time line.

Secondly, the description of the accident is per-
formed by universal events building blocks. An event
is defined as one actor performing one action. To
ensure that there is a clear description the events are
broken down until it is possible to visualize the pro-
cess and be able to understand its proper control. In
addition, it is necessary to compare the actual accident
events with what was expected to happen.

A third concept is that the events flow logically in
a process. This concept is achieved by linking arrows
to show proceed/follow and logical relations between
events. The result of the third concept is a cascading
flow of events representing the accident process from
the beginning of the first unplanned change event to the
last connected harmful event on the STEP worksheet.

The organization of the events is developed and
visualized as a ‘‘mental motion picture’’. The com-
pleteness of the sequence is validated with three tests.
The row test verifies that there is a complete picture of
each actor’s actions through the accident. The column
test verifies that the events in the individual actor rows
are placed correctly in relation to other actors’ actions.
The necessary and sufficient test verifies that the early
action was indeed sufficient to produce the later event,
otherwise more actions are necessary.

The STEP worksheet is used to have a link between
the recommended actions and the accident. The events

represented in STEP are related to normal work and
help to predict future risks. The safety problems are
identified by analysing the worksheet to find events
sets that constitute the safety problem. The identi-
fied safety problems are marked as triangles in the
worksheet. These problems are evaluated in terms of
severity. Then, they are assessed as candidates for rec-
ommendations. A STEP change analysis procedure
is proposed to evaluate recommendations. Five activ-
ities constitute this procedure. The identification of
countermeasures to safety problems, the ranking of the
safety effects, assessment of the trade-off involved the
selection of the best recommendations and a quality
check.

5 APPLICATION OF STEP TO NAX541

The incident is illustrated by a STEP diagram. Due
to page and paper limitations, Figure 1 illustrates a
small part of the STEP diagram that was created based
on the incident report. In Figure 1, the time line is
on along the X-axis and the actors are on the Y-axis.
An event is considered to mean an actor performing
one action. The events are described in event building
blocks, for example ‘‘APP request to A/C to change
to TWR frequency’’. An arrow is used to link events.
Safety problems are illustrated on the top line by tri-
angles in the incident process. Three such problems
were identified: 1) no communication between air-
craft 1 (NAX541) and tower (triangle 1 in Figure 1);
2) changed roles between PF and PNF not coordinated;
and 3) pilots not aware of low altitude (2 and 3 not
shown in simplified figure).

6 FUNCTIONAL RESONANCE ANALYSIS
METHOD

FRAM promotes a systemic view for accident anal-
ysis. The purpose of the analysis is to understand
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the characteristics of system functions. This method
takes into account the non-linear propagation of events
based on the concepts of normal performance variabil-
ity and functional resonance. The analysis consists of
four steps (that may be iterated):

Step 1: Identifying essential system functions, and
characterizing each function by six basic parame-
ters. The functions are described through six aspects,
in terms of their input (I, that which the func-
tion uses or transforms), output (O, that which the
function produces), preconditions (P, conditions that
must be fulfilled to perform a function), resources
(R, that which the function needs or consumes), time
(T, that which affects time availability), and control
(C, that which supervises or adjusts the function), and
may be described in a table and subsequently visual-
ized in a hexagonal representation (FRAM module,
Figure 2). The main result from this step is a FRAM
‘‘model’’ with all basic functions identified.

Step 2: Characterizing the (context dependent)
potential variability through common performance
conditions. Eleven common performance conditions
(CPCs) are identified in the FRAM method to be
used to elicit the potential variability: 1) availability
of personnel and equipment, 2) training, preparation,
competence, 3) communication quality, 4) human-
machine interaction, operational support, 5) availabil-
ity of procedures, 6) work conditions, 7) goals, number
and conflicts, 8) available time, 9) circadian rhythm,
stress, 10) team collaboration, and 11) organizational
quality. These CPCs address the combined human,
technological, and organizational aspects of each func-
tion. After identifying the CPCs, the variability needs
to be determined in a qualitative way in terms of sta-
bility, predictability, sufficiency, and boundaries of
performance.

Step 3: Defining the functional resonance based on
possible dependencies/couplings among functions and
the potential for functional variability. The output of
the functional description of step 1 is a list of functions
each with their six aspects. Step 3 identifies instantia-
tions, which are sets of couplings among functions for
specified time intervals. The instantiations illustrate
how different functions are active in a defined context.

Activity/ 
Function

I

P

C

O

R

T Control

Output

ResourcePrecondition

Input

Time

Figure 2. A FRAM module.

The description of the aspects defines the potential
links among the functions. For example, the output of
one function may be an input to another function, or
produce a resource, fulfil a pre-condition, or enforce
a control or time constraint. Depending on the con-
ditions at a given point in time, potential links may
become actual links; hence produce an instantiation
of the model for those conditions. The potential links
among functions may be combined with the results of
step 2, the characterization of variability. That is, the
links specify where the variability of one function may
have an impact, or may propagate. This analysis thus
determines how resonance can develop among func-
tions in the system. For example, if the output of a
function is unpredictably variable, another function
that requires this output as a resource may be per-
formed unpredictably as a consequence. Many such
occurrences and propagations of variability may have
the effect of resonance; the added variability under the
normal detection threshold becomes a ‘signal’, a high
risk or vulnerability.

Step 4: Identifying barriers for variability (damping
factors) and specifying required performance moni-
toring. Barriers are hindrances that may either prevent
an unwanted event to take place, or protect against
the consequences of an unwanted event. Barriers can
be described in terms of barrier systems (the orga-
nizational and/or physical structure of the barrier)
and barrier functions (the manner by which the bar-
rier achieves its purpose). In FRAM, four categories
of barrier systems are identified: 1) physical bar-
rier systems block the movement or transportation
of mass, energy, or information, 2) functional bar-
rier systems set up pre-conditions that need to be
met before an action (by human and/or machine)
can be undertaken, 3) symbolic barrier systems are
indications of constraints on action that are physi-
cally present and 4) incorporeal barrier systems are
indications of constraints on action that are not phys-
ically present. Besides recommendations for barriers,
FRAM is aimed at specifying recommendations for
the monitoring of performance and variability, to be
able to detect undesired variability.

7 APPLICATION OF FRAM TO NAX541

Step 1 is related to the identification and characteri-
zation of functions: A total of 19 essential functions
were identified and grouped in accordance to the area
of operation. There are no specified rules for the ‘level
of granularity’, instead functions are included or split
up when the explanation of variability requires. In this
particular analysis some higher level functions, e.g.
‘Oslo APP control’, and some lower level functions,
e.g. ‘Change frq to TWR control’.
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The operative areas and functions for this particular
incident are:

– Crew operations: Change Runway (RWY) to 19L,
New final approach briefing, Auto-pilot approach
(APP), Change APP frequency (frq) to TWR
frq, Manual approach, GO-AROUND, Landing,
Approach, Receiving radio communication, Trans-
mitting radio communication

– Avionics Functions: Disconnect Autopilot (A/P),
Electronic Flight Instrument (EFIS), Ground Prox-
imity Warning System (GPWS)

– Air traffic control: Oslo APP control, RWY sweep-
ing, Glideslope transmission, Gardermoen TWR
control

– Aircraft in the vicinity: AC-2 communication, AC-3
communication

The NAX541 incident report contains information
that helps to define aspects of functional performance.
Essential functions are described with these aspects.
Table 1 shows an example of the aspects of the function
‘‘Manual Approach’’. Similar tables were developed
for 18 other functions.
In step 2 the potential for variability is described using
a list of common performance conditions (CPCs).
Table 2 presents an example of CPCs for the function
‘‘Manual Approach’’.

The description of variability is based on the infor-
mation registered in the incident report combined with
a set of questions based on the CPCs. Since little of
this information regarding variability was available,
it was necessary to interview operational personnel
(air traffic controllers, pilots). An example is for CPC
‘HMI, operational support’, a question was how aware
pilots are of these EFIS, GPWS discrepancies, a pilot
stated ‘‘Boeing manuals explain which information is
displayed, it is normal to have contradictory informa-
tion. In this case an understanding of the system as a
whole is required. Pilots needs to judge relevant infor-
mation for each situation.’’ An additional example of
questions for the function ‘‘Runway change’’, was if

Table 1. A FRAM module function description.

Function:
Manual approach Aspect description

Input GPWS alarms,
pilot informed of G/S failure

Output Altitude in accordance with
approach path, Altitude lower/
higher than flight path

Preconditions A/P disconnected
Resources Pilot Flying, Pilot Non Flying
Time Efficiency Thoroughness Trade-

Off, time available varies
Control SOPs

Table 2. Manual Flight Approach CPCs.

Function: Performance
Manual approach conditions Rating

Availability Adequate
of resources
(personnel,
equipment)

Training, PF little Temporarily
preparation, experience on type inadequate
competence

Communication Delay to contact Inefficient
quality tower

HMI operational Unclear alerts Inadequate
support

Avail. procedures Adequate
Work conditions Interruptions? Temporarily

inadequate?
# Goals, conflicts Overloaded More than

capacity
Available time Task synchronisation Temporarily

inadequate
Circadian rhythm Adjusted
Team collaboration Switched roles Inefficient
Org. quality

it is normal and correct to request a runway change
with such a short notice? The interviews identified
that there are no formal operational limits for tower
air traffic controllers, but for pilots there are. Thus
an understanding of performance and variability was
obtained.

In step 3 links among functions are identified for
certain time intervals. States are identified to be valid
during specific time intervals, which define links
among the aspects of functions, hence instantiate
the model. An example instantiation is presented in
Figure 3, where some of the links during the time inter-
val 14:42:37–14:43:27 of the incident are described as
an instantiation of the FRAM that resulted from step
1. Many more such instantiations may be generated,
but here only one example can be shown.

To understand the events in relation to links and
functions in this instantiation, numbers 1–5 and letters
a-d have been used to illustrate two parallel processes.
Following the numbers first, the APP controller com-
municates to the pilot that they should contact TWR
at the TWR frequency (1). This is an output of ‘Oslo
APP control’, and an input to ‘Receiving radio com-
munication’. This latter function thus has as output the
state that transfer is requested to the TWR frequency
(2), which matches the preconditions of ‘Change APP
frq to TWR frq’, and ‘Transmitting radio communi-
cation’. The fulfilment of this precondition triggers
the pilots to acknowledge the transfer to TWR to the
APP controller (3), an output of transmitting function,
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Figure 3. A FRAM instantiation during the time interval 14:42:37–14:43:27 with incident data.

input to ‘Oslo APP control’. The pilots however do
not switch immediately after the transfer is requested,
hence the output is that the frequency still is set to
APP, for a much longer time than would be intended
(indicated by the red ‘O’), and the pilots do not contact
TWR (6) until much later. This has consequences for
the precondition of receiving/transmitting (4), which
is being on the same frequency with the control centre
that has responsibility for the flight. With the delay in
frequency change, the link that the pilot is informed
of the G/S failure (5) is also delayed.

At about the same time, following the letters in
Figure 3, ‘Glide slope transmission’ changes output to
that there is no G/S signal at 14:42:55 (a), because of a
failure of the G/S transmitting equipment (a resource,
R in red). This makes the TWR controller inform
pilots on the TWR frequency of the G/S failure (b),
excluding the incident aircraft crew because of the
unfulfilled precondition because of link (4), delay-
ing the point that the pilot is informed of G/S failure

(d). Concurrently, the loss of G/S no longer fulfils the
precondition of the auto-pilot function, with the result-
ing output of A/P being disconnected (c) about half a
minute after G/S loss. This in turn no longer fulfils
the precondition of an auto-pilot approach and instead
matches the precondition for a manual approach. All
of this in turn results in variability on the manual
approach, e.g. with decreased availability of time,
inadequate control because of PF-PNF collaboration
problems, and inadequate resources (e.g. displays
unclear indications of A/P and G/S) resulting in highly
variable performance (output) of the manual approach.

Step 4 addresses barriers to dampen unwanted vari-
ability and performance variability monitoring where
variability should not be dampened. AIBN recom-
mendations could be modelled as barrier systems and
barrier functions, e.g. ‘‘Responsibility between con-
trol centres should be transferred 8 NM before landing,
or at acceptance by radar hand over.’’ (AIBN, p. 31,
our translation). In FRAM terminology this can be
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described as an incorporeal prescribing barrier. This
barrier would have an effect on the variability of the
APP and TWR control functions through the aspect
of control and the links between input and output in
various instantiations describing communication and
transfer of responsibility. New suggestions for barriers
also result from the FRAM. For example, a proac-
tive communication from TWR to APP when a flight
does not report on frequency would link their out-
put and input (see link (X) in Figure 3), triggering
instantiations of links 1–6 so that control and contact
is re-established. This barrier may be implemented in
various systems and functions, such as through reg-
ulation, training, procedures, checklists and display
design, etc. The FRAM also points to the intercon-
nectivity of air traffic control and pilot functions,
suggesting joint training of these operators with a wide
range of variability in the identified functions. As with
any method, FRAM enables the suggestion of barriers
(recommendations), which need to be evaluated by
domain experts in terms of feasibility, acceptability,
and cost effectiveness, among other factors.

The FRAM and the instantiations that were created
here also point to the future development of indicators
for matters such as overload and loss of control when
cockpit crew has significant experience differences.

8 COMPARISON

Accident models, implicitly underlying an analysis or
explicitly modelling an adverse event, influence the
elicitation, filtering, and aggregation of information.
Then, what can we learn from the applications of STEP
and FRAM to this incident?

STEP is relatively simple to understand and pro-
vides a clear picture of the course of the events.
However, STEP only asks the question of which events
happened in the specific sequence of events under
analysis. This means that events mapped in STEP are
separated from descriptions of the normal function-
ing of socio-technical systems and their contexts. For
example, the STEP diagram illustrates that the PNF’s
switch to TWR frequency was delayed, but not why.
Instead, STEP only looks for failures and safety prob-
lems, and highlights sequence and interaction between
events. FRAM refrains from looking for human errors
and safety problems but tries to understand why the
incident happened. Since FRAM addresses both nor-
mal performance variability and the specifics of an
adverse event, FRAM broadens data collection of the
analysis compared to a STEP-driven analysis: Thus
the development of the incident is contextualized in a
normal socio-technical environment. Through asking
questions based on the common performance condi-
tions and linking functions in instantiations, FRAM
identified additional factors and the context of why

performance varied becomes apparent: For example,
the operational limits for runway change for different
operators were discussed; the question of why the fre-
quency change was delayed gets answered based on
the normal variability in pilot-first-officer-interaction
patterns in cases of experience difference; the pilots’
unawareness of the low altitude is understandable with
regard to variability related to e.g. team collaboration
and human-machine interface issues.

STEP provides a ‘‘mental motion picture’’
(Hendrick & Benner, 1987, p. 75) illustrating
sequences of events and interactions between pro-
cesses, indicating what happened when. FRAM
instead sketches a ‘functional slide show’ with its
illustrations of functions, aspects, and emerging links
between them in instances, indicating the what and
when, and common performance conditions, vari-
ability, and functional resonance, indicating why.
FRAM’s qualitative descriptions of variability pro-
vide more gradations in the description of functions
than the bimodal (success/failure) descriptions typical
for STEP.

In relation to the question of when each method
should be used, the type of incident and system to
be analysed needs to be taken into account. STEP
is suited to describe tractable systems, where it is
possible to completely describe the system, the prin-
ciples of functioning are known and there is sufficient
knowledge of key parameters. FRAM is better suited
for describing tightly coupled, less tractable systems
(Hollnagel, 2008b), of which the system described in
this paper is an example. Because FRAM does not
focus only on weaknesses but also on normal per-
formance variability, this provides a more thorough
understanding of the incident in relation to how work
is normally performed. Therefore the application of
FRAM may lead to a more accurate assessment of
the impact of recommendations and the identifica-
tion of previously unexplored factors that may have
a safety impact in the future. While the chain of events
is suited for component failures or when one or more
components failed, they are less adequate to explain
systems accidents (Leveson, 2001). This can be seen
in the STEP-FRAM comparison here. The STEP dia-
gram focuses on events and does not describe the
systems aspects: the understanding of underlying sys-
temic factors affecting performance is left to experts’
interpretation. FRAM enables analysts to model these
systemic factors explicitly.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS

This paper presented two accident analysis methods:
The multi-sequential STEP and systemic FRAM. The
question of how to apply these methods was addressed
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by discussing the steps of the methods, illustrated by
applying these methods to a missed approach incident.
This paper concluded that FRAM provides a different
explanation about how events are a result of variabil-
ity of normal performance and functional resonance,
compared to STEP. The main finding is that STEP
helps to illustrate what happened, whereas FRAM cov-
ers what happened and also illustrates the dynamic
interactions within the socio-technical system and lets
the analyst understand the how and why by describ-
ing non-linear dependencies, performance conditions
and variability, and their resonance across functions.
Another important finding is that it was possible to
identify additional factors with FRAM. STEP inter-
pretations and analysis depends on investigator experi-
ence, FRAM introduces questions for systemic factors
and enables the explicit identification of other relevant
aspects of the accident. The example also illustrates
how unwanted variability propagates such as the infor-
mation about G/S failure and the undesired resonance
with the differences in pilots’ experience. However,
several incidents in different contexts would need to
be analysed to validate and generalize these findings.

Two practical implications are found. The first is
that FRAM provides new ways of understanding fail-
ures and successes, which encourages investigators to
look beyond the specifics of the failure under analysis
into the conditions of normal work. The second is that
it models and analyses an intractable socio-technical
system within a specific context. While FRAM as a
model has been accepted in the majority of discussions
with practitioners, and seems to fill a need for under-
standing intractable systems, FRAM as a method is
still young and needs further development. This paper
has contributed to the development of the method by
outlining a way to illustrate instantiations for a limited
time interval. An additional need is the identification
of normal and abnormal variability which this paper
has addressed briefly. Remaining challenges include
a more structured approach to generating recommen-
dations in terms of barriers and indicators, as well
as evaluating how well FRAM is suited as a method
to collect and organize data during early stages of
accident investigation.
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